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In addition to probing the local interface quality through HRSTEM, we have characterized the long-range interfacial roughness through XRR measurements. Where HRSTEM provides a picture of the intermixing over nanoscale areas, XRR allows the estimation of roughness across the entire sample and will incorporate both short-range sources of interfacial roughness, such as chemical intermixing, and long range effects such as thickness drift across the sample, conformal roughness (such as waviness in the film), and terracing of the MTI layers. We find that even when all of these effects are combined across a surface area of approximately 2 cm 2 , the superlattices are extremely flat. Here the long-range roughness of the interfaces is ~0.8 nm, indicating a high-quality, well-defined superlattice spanning the entire surface.
However, it is not sufficient to simply demonstrate high-quality interfaces. We must demonstrate that intermixing and interfacial chemical reactions cannot be responsible for the observed magnetic properties of the (AFM/MTI)n SLs. Therefore, we have also performed XRR measurements on an effectivity identical sample which incorporates undoped TI, (Bi,Sb)2Te3. The fitted reflectivity and resulting scattering length density are shown in Figs. S2c and d. Here, we extract a slightly larger interfacial roughness of ~1.5 nm -higher than the (AFM/MTI)n=4 SL but still indicative of a well-defined, high-quality superlattice. It is unlikely that the increased roughness is due to a change in sample uniformity between samples, but it may indicate slightly different chemical intermixing or conformal roughness.
Critically, however, the (AFM/undoped TI)n=4 SL does not exhibit the unusual magnetic properties of the (AFM/MTI)n=4 SL, strongly suggesting that our observations cannot be accounted for by intermixing or the formation of intermixing tellurides at the interface. Since the composition of the MTI layers are carefully adjusted such that the Fermi level is right at the bulk band gap, the transport in the MTIs should be dominated by the surface states, which becomes massive Dirac fermion under magnetization.
To present a comprehensive study on our material system, we have carried out the magneto-transport experiments on some typical samples at 1.9 K with results summarized in Fig. S5 . Figure S5 shows the anomalous Hall resistance of an AFM(7nm)/MTI(7nm) heterostructure under zero-field-and ±3T-cooled processes from 300 K to 1.9 K. We observed that a +3T-cooled process shifts the anomalous Hall signals to the negative field direction by about 3.9 mT while a -3T-cooled process shifts to the positive field direction by about 8.2 mT, which is reasonably consistent with the exchange bias effect probed by the SQUID (Fig. 1c in the main text). Interestingly, we also found that after field-cooled process, the shape of the anomalous Hall resistance evolves from a symmetric square-shape (zero-field cooled) to asymmetric, as shown in the inset of We have also compared the magneto-transport results among an isolated MTI layer (Fig. S11) (Figs. 1d, g, and Fig. 2) , which highlight the different roles played by the interfacial exchange coupling and effective long-range exchange coupling.
(c) Micromagnetic simulations
To further specify the possible spin textures in both the AFM CrSb and the MTI Crx(Bi,Sb)2-xTe3 in the trilayer and SL structures, micromagnetic simulations were carried out using the LLG Micromagnetics
Simulator on a Crx(Bi,Sb)2-xTe3/CrSb/Crx(Bi,Sb)2-xTe3 trilayer. The magnetic energies considered in this model are the Zeeman energy, interfacial and internal exchange energies, dipole energy and anisotropy energy. Specifically, the effective long-range exchange coupling was modeled by setting the exchange stiffness at the MTI/AFM interface to be non-zero, while setting the exchange stiffness between sublayers within CrSb to be negative to respect the neutron diffraction measurement results. Within the AFM, two sets of interleaving sublayers essentially represented the two sublattices of CrSb, which are antiferromagnetically coupled. The material magnetic parameters used in the simulation are estimated as followed: magnetic stiffnesses: AMTI = 0.2 μerg/cm, AAFM = -0.3 μerg/cm, and AIEC = 0.1 μerg/cm, estimated from Curie, Néel temperatures, and the exchange field.
To compare simulation outputs with experimental data, an M-H hysteresis loop was extracted from the simulation data, which is shown in Fig 6 layers near the interfacial regions are found to be canted to lower the interfacial energy. Besides, the resulting spin texture throughout the whole structure also clearly revealed a Néel-type magnetic domain wall formed within the AFM layer. It is worth mentioning that setting the MTI/AFM interface exchange stiffness to be zero results in an absence of the plateau steps in the M-H hysteresis loop, i.e. a single step switching behavior, which agrees with experimental result when the antiparallel effective long-range exchange coupling was taken over by a single switching as shown in Fig. 1h .
These simulations assume atomically flat interfaces, highly uniform layer thicknesses, and the growth of complete CrSb unit cells -all assumptions achievable through molecular beam epitaxy and supported by the fitting of the neutron reflectivity. The growth of fractional CrSb unit cells or significant thickness nonuniformity is expected to inhibit the observed antiparallel coupling.
In addition, domain wall width is theoretically proportional to (A/K) 1/2 , where A and K are exchange stiffness and anisotropy coefficient, respectively. Therefore, the Néel-type magnetic domain wall may not be essential as such a spin configuration is strongly dependent on the relative magnitudes of both A and K of the CrSb.
(d) Magnetic interactions from the perspective of thickness dependences in tri-and bi-layer systems
In the trilayer system, the missing exchange bias and the double switching behavior occur only when the two AFM surfaces coincide with different AFM sublattices. Specifically speaking, as the two sublattices of the CrSb AFM spins are arranged layer by layer, when the arrangement is A(BA)n, the top and the bottom MTI layers experience the same spin. In this case, exchange bias is expected to occur. On the other hand, when the AFM order is AB(AB)n, the two MTI layers experience an opposite interfacial exchange coupling, thus leading to the double-switching behavior with a minimized exchange bias. In most (~70%) MTI/AFM/MTI trilayer samples with various thicknesses, we observed the double- switching behavior, and the exchange bias vanishes as expected in the AB(AB)n case. We have investigated a series of typical MTI/AFM/MTI trilayer samples with different AFM and MTI thickness, as summarized in Table S1 .
In the bilayer system, we observed a significant exchange bias effect as shown in the main text.
Thickness variation was also investigated for the MTI/AFM bilayers and the results are shown in Table   S2 . Comparing the tri-layer and bi-layer results, it is clear that the exchange bias in these tri-layer samples is roughly one order of magnitude smaller than that in the bi-layers, indicating the AB(AB)n type sublattice is the dominant configuration at the interfaces in these samples.
(e) Dirac fermion spectrum in the (AFM/MTI)n superlattice
The modification of the Dirac fermion spectrum in the (AFM/MTI)n superlattice is mainly induced by the Cr dopants through a spin-texture modulation due to the interfacial exchange coupling at the AFM/MTI interface. There are two contributions to the time-reversal-symmetry breaking exchange coupling: (i) the on-site Hund's-rule coupling given by the Cr dopants and (ii) the Heisenberg-type interfacial exchange at the AFM/MTI interface. The Hund's-rule coupling is between atomic orbitals on the same site, which is usually at the level of ~eV, while the interfacial Heisenberg exchange is mainly induced by the nearest-neighbor wave function overlap. Since the wave functions exponentially decay at the interfaces, the Heisenberg exchange (~meV) is usually orders of magnitude smaller than the on-site
Hund's rule coupling. Thus, the Hund's rule coupling given by the Cr dopants dominates the spectrum of the MTI surface states.
Equally important, it is noted that the magnetization of the doped Cr atoms would tilt when the MTI layer is adjacent to the AFM layer; in other words, the exchange gap in the MTI layer is also modulated by the AFM layer indirectly. As shown in Fig. 1f and (f) Alternative models for fitting the PNR data
One of the most common challenges to the understanding and interpretation of PNR measurements is the existence of multiple scattering length density profiles which describe the data equally well. In fact,
cases in which only a single unique model fits the data within the measured Q-range are extremely rare.
It is therefore critical to compare multiple fitted models to understand what conclusions may confidently be drawn from the measurements. To that end, we have attempted to fit the PNR data using a wide variety of models, and present several below.
First, we optimized the model presented in the main text, which assumes a ferromagnetic moment in the Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 layers as well as the CrSb layers. Additionally, the interfacial magnetization was allowed to vary independently from either of the two constituent layers. This model resulted in the best overall fit as shown in Fig. 3(a) in the main text. However, a reasonable fit was also achieved using a model in which the magnetism within the CrSb was fit as three magnetically independent layers while the magnetization of the Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 at the interfaces was also allowed to vary separately from the CrSb are nearly identical, and that the majority of the contrast between layers originates in the changing magnetic scattering length density. Therefore, the model optimization is far more sensitive to the magnetization and magnetic layer thicknesses, rather than the structural thicknesses. For the model presented in the main text, we find in-plane magnetizations of approximately 40 emu/cc in the Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 and 63 emu/cc in the CrSb for an in-plane applied field of 700 mT. In summary, the PNR measurements clearly indicate a spontaneous net magnetization in both the Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 and CrSb layers. Within the CrSb layers, both a simple model with constant magnetization and a more complex Néel-type magnetic domain wall configuration describe the data equally well.
For the AFM/MTI/AFM trilayer case, a similar approach was also utilized to confirm the magnetic ordering in the AFM layers. The model used in main text is constructed based on two minimally magnetized AFM (5 emu/cc or less) and a magnetized MTI layer, which well describes the PNR data. On the other hand, models with both magnetized AFMs and a magnetized MTI layer were also used to fit the data ( Fig. S8a-c) . However, even after parameter optimization such a model clearly fails to describe the PNR spectra of the trilayer (particularly in the regions of 0.25-0.5 and 1.0-1.25 nm -1 ), supporting the conclusion that the magnetization is confined exclusively within the MTI layer. We further measured the PNR spectra at 150 K and 265 K, above the TC of the MTI but below the AFM Neel temperature, as shown in Fig. S8d . These measurements show no net magnetization within any layer of the trilayer structure, demonstrating that the magnetic susceptibility of the AFM layers is small enough to be completely neglected and further supporting the assertion that the AFM layers are nonmagnetic in this geometry.
(g) Spontaneous magnetization due to interfacial exchange couplings
The interfacial exchange coupling between CrSb and Crx(Bi,Sb)2-xTe3 in SLs is reflected by the initial magnetization processes in both longitudinal resistance (Rxx) and Hall resistance (Rxy) measurements.
After ZFC the samples from 300 K to 1.9 K, a perpendicular magnetic field is swept from zero to 3 T for 10 an initial magnetization, followed by a major hysteresis loop measurement via cycling the field between of the initial magnetization curve is referred to during the initial magnetization process. We then obtained α ~ 3.04 according to the major Rxx loop. This results in an estimated value of M/MS ~ 0.908 using the slope in initial magnetization curve, which reveals that 90.8% magnetization is spontaneously established after ZFC from 300 K to 1.9 K in the SL.
Considering that the Néel temperature of CrSb is much higher than the TC of Crx(Bi,Sb)2-xTe3, such a spontaneous magnetization behavior in Crx(Bi,Sb)2-xTe3 is believed to stem from an induced FM ordering arisen from the CrSb/Crx(Bi,Sb)2-xTe3 interfaces. While cooling from room temperature to 1.9 K, at the interfacial regions, spins in Crx(Bi,Sb)2-xTe3 start to couple to the adjacent antiferromagnetic spins in AFM. This results in a spontaneous predetermination of spin direction in the FM to that of the AFM. In contrast, such a spontaneous magnetization is barely observable in a single layer of SL, as denoted close to the resulting curves. After a ZFC from 300 K to 1.9 K, in the (AFM/MTI)n=4 SL, the initial magnetization curve of Rxx (light red curve in b) shows a peak located at a field slightly higher than that in the major loop (red curve in b), while the corresponding initial magnetization curve of Rxy (light red curve in c) nearly overlaps with the square-shaped major loop (red curve in c), acting a signature of spontaneous magnetization. This is consistent with the conclusion from PNR of a spontaneous net magnetization in the MTI layers. In contrast, in a single MTI layer, the initial magnetization curves in Rxx (light blue curve in b) starts from a higher resistance state that refers to a multi-domain state, while the corresponding Rxy initial magnetization curve (light blue curve in c) deviates from the major loop (blue curve in c) until a ~150 mT field is applied. 
